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province—which, in any case, was almost entirely detached from
Nanking—in a very precarious position.
Finally, in Inner Mongolia, events moved towards the establishment
of local autonomy and possible separation from China. This move-
ment, although ranking properly among Chinese internal develop-
ments, counted for much in connexion with the general problem of
international rivalries in eastern Central Asia, where the spheres of
Russia, Japan, and China met; and consequently it deserves rather
close attention in this Survey.
By the incorporation of Jehol into 'Manchukuo', Inner Mongolia
became divided into two roughly equal parts, the one in Chinese, the
other in 'Manchukuo' territory—the latter portion being contiguous
to the autonomous Mongol province of Hsingan1 which had been
created, under the Japanese regime,'out of those territories of 'Man-
chukuo' which were inhabited by Mongols and had not yet been
colonized by Chinese. The Mongols of Chinese Inner Mongolia thus
found themselves with the virtually independent 'sovietized' state
of Outer Mongolia on one flank, and, on the other, an autonomous
Mongol province indirectly controlled by Japan, while they them-
selves remained under the government of China—an authority which
was represented partly by the Bureau for Tibetan and Mongolian
Affairs, a department of the Central Government at Nanking, and
partly, and this perhaps more effectively., by the Governors and
officials of the two provinces, Chahar and Suiyuan, into which this
territory was divided.
The Mongol movement for independence which followed the
Chinese Revolution of 1911 had made little headway in Inner Mon-
golia, whose tribal rulers, commonly referred to as 'princes', enter-
tained a traditional jealousy towards the princes of Outer Mongolia
(where the movement had taken deeper root), and whose economic
relations with China placed them in a position of greater dependence
on that country. In the course of time a number of the Inner Mon-
golian princes had compromised with the new Government of China
by accepting, at its hands, the appointment to high administrative
positions. Taking advantage of this situation, the Chinese authorities
had for a number of years past pursued a vigorous policy of pioneer
colonization and economic exploitation of Inner Mongolian territory,
a large proportion of which had been converted from pasture to
agriculture. The local Mongols resented this exploitation of their
lands and the incursion of Chinese settlers, which they were powerless
to check. At the beginning of 1933 conditions had been made worse
1 See the Survey for 1932, p. 459.

